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It is scarcely 25 years ago that the airplane exceed-”
ed a speed of 100 km/h, and many readers will undoubtedly
remem”oer the sensation with which this record was received.
For many years the top speed remained below that of the
automobile, and, in fact, it never reach.ed 200 lcm/h in, level
flight, even at the end of the war.

The post-war period then saw its rapid development, as
exemplified by the Schneider Trophy Races after 1922 and
which ultimately was won in 1931 by t-he British with the
Supermarine S6 (reference 1). !N~is performance was exceeded
in 1933 by the, Italian Cassinelli in the Macchi-Castoldi
liC 72 (reference 2)*(fig. 2), with a speed of nearly 630
km/h (391.5 mi./hr.) over a 100 km course. The airplanes
used in these contests were twin-float. single seaters spe-
cially designed for high-s-peed flight. The speeds obtained
may be looked upon as the limit of that stage of development
in airplane design.

Admittedly, these performances are no criterion for
the s~eed of the general purpose airplane. But they did
have a ~;reat and lasting effect on all other branches of a,ir--J*
craft design. Next to the pursuit airplane which clearly
show s the effects of the racing-airplane iilfluence, the trails-
port airplano has oxporicnced an undreamed of increase in
speed.

One avia,tion handbook (reference 3) cites 130 to 160
km/h (80.8 to 99.4 mi./hr.) as the average commercial speed
fOT 1928. Two or three years later commerical airplanes
having substantially more than 200 km/h (124.3 mi./hr.) ‘top
speed (the commercial speed is a,bout 15 percent lower) were
still considered as being very fast. Since then, however,
the scales ilave become totally different (fi~. 1).

..= —. —

* llSchnellflug. 1’ Z.V.D.I., January 13, 1!?34, pp. 39-47.

** Figures 2 and 3 are ta,ken from this rePort.
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This upswing started in the United States of Anerica.
Europe had its first glimpse’,of it through Frank ‘Hawks in
the spring of” 1931, when,he flew his ‘fTravel Air’l”from
London to Berlin and, Paris and back to London in one day
at a speed of at least 320 km/h (198.8 mi./hr.). Soon af-
ter, the German State commissioi~ed the E!.Heinkel Co., at
Warnemtinde, with the construction of a high-speed commerc-
ial airplane, the HE 70, which today is perhaps the fast-
est commercial airplane used anytihereo Its speed is higher
than almost any pursuit airplane of equal engine power.

Tile simplest and most convenient means for high ~p;eed:
.is the use of more powerful engines. The developmerit of, i
aircraft engines within the. past decade has anticipate?
this demand of the airplane designer; the
and the dependability of aircraft engines
from year to year. Tile air-cooled engine, a typical de-, ..,,
velopment of the United States, leads the field for cornmg:,-
cial aircraft with a specific weight of from 0.6 to 0..7“. ~
Eg/hp (1.3 to 1.5 lb./iip.) whereas the water-cooled engin~r
especially favored in England, is predominately used in’” -
military aviation*. However, ~his.’division is not decisive’,
con”dj.,t.ionschange from one year to t-ne next,~and” we are
perhaps due again for another cilange through, the int:roduc-
]tion of the

II
air-cooled in-line engine ,With.m~chantcal”coo”l-...’

iing. ;... \..

Obviously the racing airplane engine leqd:.all. others
in the utilization of weight. The 1931” Scfin’eidey Trophy
winner, a Rolls Royce R type engine with alrnost:~400 hp.
‘iilol~r-performance” at approximately 0.3”kg/hp= (165 lb./hp.)
perfor~:ance weight (dry), represents a rem~~kable point in
the advance of the 12-cylinder in-line ,engj~ei and is sur-
passed only by the 12-cylinder I?iat AS 6 en”<ine (fig. 3) in
the i~lC72 (fig. 2) which develops 2800 hp. (The tandem
propeller a.rrangenent, by the way, was already,used in the
Rumpler-Lutzkoy Taube, before tile war, V.D.I., +01. 56,
1912, p. 449.) ,,

.,..

One particular problem in racing airplanes~.concerns
the removal of heat without increasing the”air resistance.
For that reason every available space on wing, fuselage,
control surface, struts and floats is utilized as cooling
surface.

.—..—--.-—.-.—.+.———.— -—-. -.-,-. —— -..—..—.—
*The operating weight of nearly all engines at the end of
the war exceeded 2 kg/hp.
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But the performance balance of the airplane is not de-,,
::py$-~,d&nt.on””:thepower input hut on “the output power; the ra-
tilobetwe”dn the two, the propeller efficiency, on tho other
h~fld; i’s”li”ttle affected. Its limit has been somewhat
~~r’ai”sed“within the past years by using thin metal propeller
blades:and today ranges at around 86 percent for fast air-
plenes, with a small percentage off for propeller-body in-
terference,. Even the ”’controllable-pitch propeller presents
here ,no:p’rogres’s;its purpose is something else, as pointed
outi’hei”e”inafter.
--(“{. .:!.

. :AnOther and even more effective way than increasing
the:potier “of the. engine is by l“owering the power required.
Since the ‘weight supported by tQe air in high-speed flight
iS distributed over a, large quantity of air per’ second the
drag induced by the lift is comparatively low”; it suffices
tq”’anal.yze the head resistance. This again consis,ts of two
parts, ~iilg and. residual drag (i.e. , of all non-lifting
parts), and. “any attempt at lower air resistance is contin-
gent upon the ratio of these two kinls of drag.

Another fact not sufficiently take”n intO aCCOUnt iS
that in the largest majority of airplanes only 1/4 to 1/5
of the head resistance is caused by the wing (reference 4).
3ere then is the point for effecting improvements. In fact,
the profi].e drag of the American high-speed airplanes auot-
ed in table I, already amounts to 2/5 of the total head re--
sistance; on the Heinkel HE 70 it was even possible to keep
the two quotas about even. How was this accomplished?

Among the non-lifting parts the fuselage, of course,
predominates. Smooth, streamline design,is a matter of .self-
evidence, it is promoted by a long, narrow in-line engine
(fig. 4). I?undamentally the slender body is prefer,?.%lc to
the thick body, but for small units this means less space
for the passengers, On the other hand, figure 5 shows what
actually can be acc.ouplished for passenger comfort even un-
der tilese circumstances.. The categorical demand of a few
yea,rs back:, “head. room’! had of course, to be abandoned. In-
dubitably the passenger -prefers to spend 4 hours in a com-
paratively narrow space - wfi.ich”is still better than in a
closed automobile - comfortably reclining than to spend
twice as long a time in a kind of corridor.. ..

As easy as it is to design a fusiform body of low drag,
just as difficult is it to join the selfsame body to the
wing without producing additfve drag due to mutual .inter-

A
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.~,g~~~:ce.-:The best aerodynamic. conditions call, for mounting

.:+~e.wim~:at ..about,lody-axi s height ;..?mt-thi s i s out of the

.q,p.-.tionfor .rea.sons of statics. and bvisibility. Airplane
desigq:pr, acti~.~has,,increasingly lehned toward th’e low-wing
d:esi:gn;: y.~ich particularly favers the landing gear and the
s.@ety .o.fthe passengers in an accident. ...
...-..... ...

,..:..,..>Xhe .problem.of fai ring the wing in the fuselage is,...
.&e:a@le to. several solutions. The Americans use an in-’-.
.genious wing fillet (figs. 6, 7, amd 8) , based upon elabo”-”
rate wind-tunnel researc-h. Such fillets prevent the pre-
~a,tlz.l.e bre~l~,down of .:t.h~.fl O.W at the wing cf):nttgUOll:S”tO the,
f.u$,~?-ageat high angle of. atta:ck and thus avoid the SOL ‘;’::
c+.le,d ‘t.buffeting” at the tail surfaces (reference 5) . “liIZ
tb.e”Heinkel HE! 70:.(fig. 4) the w,in’g.roots are swept up ;:~
s.~,ightly:, and have a negative angle” of incidence to impr”ove
.t.ileair-flow over the tail plane; it resulted in a 15 km/h
higher ~.syee.d. J,,,

Another ~rag-producingp art i s the landing gear.’” ~t”k
use being limited to landi~g and take-off, it was natural
to makej:.~tretractable. in” flight ; although there had not
been much .@rogr9ss until the last few”years. ” “Now, however,
the p~j?rity of ~be high- speed ~...sin&l e- engine, ‘commercial .“
air,:pla~es, such as-.tYie Heinkel. (fig. S), Junkers (fig. 10) ,“
Lockheed, Airp?.ane Development (fi~. 6), etc .,;are equipped”
wi t-n,,retractable landing gears; and” safety and: warning ”de-
vices to prevent landing with whe”els re’trac,t.ed,alf~ov.gh.’”‘;
sever~.1 ,accidental landinzs with yh.eels retract ed.due to
Sorilecause, have -proved the absence of imminent danger be-
ca~.se of’ the marked ground in”terfer6nce of the .fow wing.
.,Ttiere “is no record of personal inju~y .in accidents of. this
kind. . On the ....otherhand, the possibilities with a fixed ~‘;’
landing ge’ar have been well ,illustra.tdd by the Northrop, f!o,i+
(fi,~. 11), Here wheels arid .oleo stjru’tsare enclosed in :
s.t.reaml ined casing”sr .reminisc.ent of X.1.emperer !s glider ‘“
‘tBlue Rouse 11of 1921. The, drag of”:%”he..wholly enclosed.
landing gear can be’ lower tha,n.w.ith...vtheel”fairing alone,
beca~~se the exposed strut s set:“up additional drag on ac”c~ount
of the inevitable open gaps. In point of fa”c’t,the avoid-
ance of all mutual intcrferenco is one of t“h~‘most important
factors in high-speed airplan,e. design, ‘

‘i%e enclosure of the enfline front which is exposed to
the proyell.er slipstream” and its f~air’ifig:i%to~~t~l.efuselage
is ano.tb-er..si.gnificant facto r.. Th”e in~ r-b~-,lc~t’i”on‘of rad.ia’1,.”
air-cooled: engines followed after e“l:abo”ratestudi”es had
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finally evolved an engine cowling which
with satisfactory cooling (the N. A. C.A.
Townend ring (reference 6)).

,.

No, 7’45 5

combines low drag
cowling and the

I?undamentally the in-line engine is” the best, but its
advantages are nullified by the”a,dditive water radiator
dr,agi This radiator drag is reduced to 1/3 by using cth-
ylene-glycol cooling, as first applied successfully in Ger-
ma,ny in the HE 70 (reference 7) . Partial r~traction of tile
radiator affords afurther decrease. Skin radiators as
used on racing planes are for the present unsuitable on ac-
coulit of the danger of damage as well as control difficul-
ties,, Perhaps a medium-course would bc successful, tha,t is,
to use only the absolutely necessary minimum surfaco for
skin cooling, but tb make the rest of the radiator retract-
able .

As concerns the wing, the old question of thick or
thin airfoil still awaits a definite amswer. There is a
decided leaning toward tho cantilever wing, but the ques-
tion remains how thick the profile may be relative to its
span consistent with correct balahce between structural
weight, load space and profile drag. This problem still
awaits final settlement through conclusive full-size pro–
file measur’em-ents. However, we do know that with suffi-
cient surface smoothness and without undue thickness, the
whole profile drag is practically nothing but air friction,
which explains the marked response Of the drag coefficient
to surface roughness (reference 8).

~>t+

Recent American experiments (reference 9) in the~-
riable-density wind tunnel, for example, proved a drag in-
crease of 20 percent for a single row of rivets on a metal-
covcred 6 b&36 foot airfoil. Hence a very smooth surface
is im_@eratlve; and this holds true for every other airplane
part as,well, if “the desired result is to be actually ob-
tained. “

Whereas, the cited racing airplanes have reached a
la,nding speed of around 200 km/h - se%.pl~,nes, which, Lmore-
over, were flown only by specially tra’ined pilots* - thi s
factor is naturally of the gre”a”test importance in the com-
mercial airplane for reasons of safety. Admitt-edly, the
conceptions of safe landing speeds have changed a.s we
gained in experience and the airplane performancesb ecarne

—-——-. ——..— .
*Still at the cost of many human l“ives.
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better. But. even today it is sti,ll considered very hazard-
ous to land a commercial airplane at much more than 100
“krn/li’(62,.1 mi. /hr.) landing speed. The passenger airplanes
cit”e”d’in tables I and II all fall within this range..-.... ,’

.,.,,.:-.::~Lowlanding speed follows from low loading of the’’max-
?.:.f!m~~~~-.f”tareal~, i.e. , the product of wing area times maxi-
mum:.lfft coefficient. To hold the wing area small and

-’tihr:o’u{;hit the profile drag, calls for a corresponding in-
c’re-as”ein :rnaximuml.ift coefficient . Figure 12 shows a se-

,“ “lticttonbf’-high-lift devices with which this may .be obtained.
Pr:o%abIy tlze oldest method, the slotted wing of .Lachmann-
2iaad.”l&y-Pag:e“(c) hasd’obtained to a high stage of perfection
in the last few years. Among other successful devices there
is the split-flap (d) and (e.).. The operation is seen from
f’igur~:3:3 (~”~ference 10) . The positive (neSative) pressure
for~?ard and aft of the split .fl=p continues over both sides
of the ‘p:rofile up to the forward stagnation point .

. .; .,;,. ,..,.~, .,

Even this. appi~l.an”~-e”i s not altogether new. The first
experiments” of t’hi-~ki.fid.were made by the author of this”
article in 1’923 at the suggestion of Dr. Acker et, who was
then the section chief of the G~ttingen labor a,~ory. The
experiments, in themselves very promising, were, however,
discontinued as there was no urgent need for this appliance.

Aileron control problems are amenable to various solu-
tions. The flap is eliminated within range of. the very small
ailerons (fig. 14) “or the latter are mounted above the wing
(fig. 18)*. This ,rnetho.dis said to be effective. In slot-
ted wings the difficulties have been overcome long ago (ref-
er-ence 11) . .

The maximum lift figures cited in figure 12 should not
be considered as absolute values, as they are markedly af-
fected by the Reynolds Number. In reality they are much
higher as proved in the rating of the minimum speed flights
of the 1932 Europe flight (reference 12).

Lastly it is important to note that flaps, especially
the split..fla,ps, increase the wing drag coilsiderably and
thus lower the fineness ratio of the whole airplane. Aero-
dynamic ref~.nements on the airplane had made the problem of
landing in restricted territory, increasingly difficult. Now
the flap makes it possible to fly fast with good fineness
ratio and to land slowly, ,~vttha poor fineness ratio and
high lift.

~Principally developed by the Za~ Development Co. (Us.).
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At take-off there is yet ‘another difficulty. Propel-
.v,il,?rswtth .hi,ghpr,opulsiye. .eff,icfi.ency:vfh~ichin high speed,
shbv ‘sati.sfactoiy performance, have: ‘t%1.OW thrust on the

-,}ojr,questand and at startink. Besi@”es,
/

such propellers
ar$””intthi.s condition from 10 to 15 percent below the nor-
Wal r.p.mo, which l’owers ‘the engine performance corresp.ond-
+igly8 As ‘a result it”has happened that fast airplanes’

‘:~~”fi+dgreat .di~f.iculties in taking off despite a large ex-
&ess’of power.

,:

,.....Here the only remedy lies with the con~rollable pro-..,-.:.;-.
pg.l~~r, whose. r.p, mi remain constant independent of the I
““”speed.ei”ther,a~tomatically or by the pilot. And the demand
for such controllable propellers increases with the speed
range rati,o.. :The latter amounts to nearly 4 for German
,high,-sp.eedaircraft, which is remarkable when one considers

““that’2.5 was considered very good indeed, a few years ago-

Becau’se of tho added air drag of the wing engin~~,
high-,speed,~.rnul.ti-engine aircraft is much inferior to.t$e
single=engine type, hence its development has been retarded

“until. quite recently, when the inevitable demand for great-
‘er”.safety in flight brought about their development. (S”ee
},+~le .II..) .

.,..

.. ., ,.. ,-.,,. .
.’;‘“

On,enota.ble.feature at first sight, is the power’ in-:,-
put per nyupbe”rof passengers, which is substantially l~igher
~ha.n in the single-engine type. Thins condition will co”n-
tinue to exist until it is possible to house everything ‘
‘~~thin ~he wing, which, however, is impossible below a“.c:er-
iain airp~,qne siie. In the meanwhile, everything must be
doneto keep the loss due to the exposed wing engines”to a
minimum. ..:..

As to engine installation, the l?okkor F 20 (fig, 15)’
rcpresonts. a typical development. It forms the last link
in a long and successful attempt of three-engine air.~lanes
(F 7, F 10, F 12, and F 18). Wllil.e the F 10 was being
built, Fokker experimented with a two-engine high-wing mon-
oplane, the F 8, in the attempt of lowering the air dra,g
by mounting the outboard engines ahead of instead of below
the wing, on the strength of American investigations (ref-
‘erenco 13) (fig.’l6); -’

I?okkerts attempt resulted in a 10 percent g,ain in .
speed, an experience which lcd the comp’any to “chango over
to the new arrangement for the designs of the F 36 (fig. 17)

.
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a.n,@.:.~l@ 1?,22 (.sm~l.~er.versj.on of 3’35 with 12..7.ton (’28,000
lb]j~:!gro.ssweight ...!,~l~hough these two new types’”are not
rigg!:~.ol%slyhigh speed,, th.~-y“~,$illhave the. out~s”ide.cliarac-...
teci-s.tics. For tile.r:est,~,“~igur.e18 is reminiscent of the
.1”91,9.(deference 14) four~e.n,gibe all-metal Rohrbach. The
.three+.ngine high-speed qa,i:l{qi:rpla.ne S 4 of the Pander and..
Zon.e:n..Co.~, which has. just ~;e:e,~.:,.$omple ted also exhibits this
c&-&ra3”:. engine:, arrangement (f.~gus”.”~,18 ancl 19).

The engine question is the subject of much controversy.
Wb..eyeas.’the,:Elmo.pean; countries. hav~, ,finally decided in fa-
VOr-:iOfttir.e.e‘engineS, the United: ‘$t.~tes favors two (figs,,..,

~,2;0.:,ttl22] ..’ .“
.. ..

-,... ,,-,2
., .......... . . ,.

T Tni”.schange .is substantially due to two factors. The
:ek:c:.e:ss.:~o~ver of modern high-speed aircraft has consistently
.inc.reased.with the fineness ratio, and the change to con-
trollable propellers. In muiti-engine airplanes the fly-
ing speoflj:drops considerably when an engine stops. The
other engines run -at full r~.p..m. and the propellers operate
under unfavorable conditions;. the r.p.m. and the efficiency
drop as at take-off, thus tile loss of effective power is
much greater than the power ,quot.aof the stopped engine.
The controllable propelier has produced a decisiye change.
An idea of the improvements may be obtained from a report
on onc of the Douglas air liner s,*.,.-Ittook o.f.f.:with ono
engine at full throttle from a ,point ,1.450m (4757 ft. )
above sea level*%nd flew in this condition for 390 km (242
mi .) at 2700 m (8858 ft. ) averaging, l?3 km/in (120 mi. /hr, ) ,
There surely is no question of lack of :excess power. Thi s
exar~.pleis particularly suited to show the advance of mod-
.e?tndesign practice, especially when reflecting that flight
witil our three-engine airplanes was quite defective four
or five years ago when one engine happened to f ail.

Lastly, we may speculate as to the trend of future
developments. The air drag of modern high-speed airplanes
has reached the point where it approaches the frictional
drag. Tile retraction of the landing gear leaves only the
parts necessary for flying and storing t“he cargo, exposed
to the air. Any increase in required space for useful. ~:~ad
..or’fuel capacity entails increased hoad resishanqe, whi.qh
spells increased drag. The most important problem will..b.e

.———---..———.—— -—— —-—

*Aero-plane , vol. 45, 1933, $p. 8572858. ‘ “i’”,.. ,.,-. .
**~irst stages of taxying with two engine,se,.. ... .,
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to find ways and. me~ls to house the loads consistent with
minimum expenditure of frontal drag.

The power plant promises further :improvernents. The
use of boos,ter compressors, wlleth.er as “mixing fans’f or
moderate superchargers,

,.
at take?-off is consistently in-

creasing. And it is not at all impossible th’a.ftiithin a
few years the use of supercharged engines with exhaust tur-
W.nes may’ become Universal, Such engines hold out prom%”ses
for markedly improved weight performances, (refe,ren~e 1,5),
their dependability after sufficient trials will probably
not be inferior to the engines of today. Another very ef-
fie’ct:ive~eans of raising the speed of supercharged engines
is” to fly at high altitudes. The maximum speed of an air-
plane for equal engine power increases approximately as the
cube root of air deilsity. At 6 km. (19,685 ft.) height this
means m “increase Of around 25 percent. In his interesting
speech before the ‘:T.G.L., November 6, 1933, (reference 16)
on the, HZ 70, Dr. .IIeinkel showed a graph (fig. 23) which
i“llus”trates the effect of engine power and. full pressure”
heigilt on the maximum speed”. Some of the United States air
liner$ already utilize this method. (See table I.),

The eff ’ect of’ this speed increase on the .comnercia,l
performance is reduced bty the wind which at first increases
wi$h the altitude”,, but gradually sla,ckens “~eyond the bound-
ary” of ths stratosphere (at ll”ku) . ,However, the speed of
the” air:ylane increases- consistently with altitude, so that
no re~.1 gain may be anticipated except in tile stratosl?herc
(r&Yerence 17) . ,.. ..
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Mgure 1.- Record speede of the
Schneider trophy races over a
300 h course. The (1933) fig-
ure, while not obtained during
the race, was reached with a
1931 entry.

-016. - Propeller effici.
eacy at high speed

for different engine inetallx

tiOIM forward Of the ~.
The + denote the individually
recorded pouitions of the pro-
pe!l.~;,- -veu repxewnt..

‘“i-tiesof equal total efficiency
(XEIItWdhtbrferemce included).Mgure 10.- Retractable landing gw on
A radial engine model with the J’imkers Jia60. Zhe wheels

N.A.C.A. cowl- was mo~ted are puUed up forward and retract half

aft of the propeller. The best in the wing, thw preventing damage to

position is: propeller axis at airplane in oaee the lower* medb-

mid-profile heigth. mm 10*O



N,’A.C.A. Techuic.alMmorandun No. 745.

l?igure2.- ItalianracertMacchi-Caetoldi
MC72 holder of the laet record shwn h
~lgure1.

Figure3.- Power plaat: Fiat A86 of tho
Mm of 2800 @. -

~ 2;3,5,6,7,8.

E’igure5.- P@8sengercabin
of JunkersJu60, which is
comfortableand quiteroomy
deOpite the narrow space.

R’igure6,- Eight
seat high speed
transportV-lR of
the AirplaneDe-
velopmentOo.;note
the wing filletand
the retractable
landinggear.

mm- ?*- Wlng fillet
of EorthropDelta.

.—.. ,.. ,,,,-, ---, ....- .-..-.
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ILA. C.A. Technical Mmoranduml/o. 746 Mge. 9,11,14,15,18,19

“Hg&i40-8plit-fam amzeaent
on the Northrop Delt&

The flap extende’only as far as
the very exiallaileron, eo ae not
to affect %tm effIciency.

Piguse U.- Landiqg gear end wing
sttiu of Northrop Delta.

Hheel tid stmtm are atread,ined.
&e wing design turdthe fuel tanks
me cl-ly VisSble.

Elgure 15.- 3-engine PoldserF 20.
The wheels retract

in the engine nacelles.

,< 14;000 km (8,,699Y&) at 8,700
and Holland-India in @ ~.

;<&\ — . III----......,-,,,,,

m (28,543 ft.) betwe& Hollead

G

,,, . ,,, ,,,,,—,,,,,,.--, . ,,, , 11m11 m,,,,mm1,a —---llIIM
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Figure 12.- High-lift devices. The
nomal profile (a) is

fitted with a flap (b), whose
effect is amplified by slots [c).
Another form is the split flap (d).
and in particular the 1’Zapl~flap
(e). The maximum lift coefficients
given are only comparative on
account of the low Reynolds Numbers
of the tests (R = 600,000).
fiOlll~~t, VO1.25, 1933, p. 8~0

\ .-.

mm

Figure 23.- Speed of Heinkel He70
compared with different

“engineperformances at clifferent
altitudes with suitable aqercharged
aginos the perfommnce ef the He70
could be raised considerably.me
figures are converted according to
the ground performances during the
D.V.L, test flights. (grose weight
a= 3,350 ~) (7386 lb.).
(m X 3.28083 = ft.)

Figs. 12,13,17,23

Pigure 13.- Pressure distribu-
tion on a qlit-

flap wingf the dots denote the
pressure distribution for the
normal wing, the circles that
of a wing with eplit flaps
hinged at 10$ chord from the
trailing edge of the wing. The
preseuree are converted to
WIamic pressure 1.

Figure 17.- 4-engine Fokker
F 36 (design).

Full load: 15.3 t (33,730 lb.)
maximum 16 t, (35,274 lb.),
useful load 40$. Power plant:
4x650

?
●, maximum

T
eed

260 km/h 161.6 m.p.h. , 32
pass

Y
ers; wing loading 89

kg/m2 18.23 l_b./sq.ft.)
trailing-edge flaps.
(Matiactuers data).

ad I I I 1 , 1

lmum~ A5LW?
%2icistur?’(lfOJ’$0w*9
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IU.C.A. Teohmkal Mmmmdwn 170.745. %% 20,21,22.

E@ure 20.- lk-engtne Bbeimg-247 traneport
plane. Note the cleau engine

installation; the.wheels retract partwqs
ilIthe wing.

Hgure 21.- Tm-qgine Muglas
n~ltifi: largest

*wizk-enginetraneportplane.
The *eels are fblw retraeted.

IPigure22.- LocldxeednElectra~ the fastes+
airplane of its type.
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